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Common settings

The common individual settings of intra-mart Accel Collaboration (here onwards iAC) are described below.

The common individual settings are as given below.

. Receive notification settings

. Summary notification settings

. Registration of individual tag

Note

Refer the user operation guide of respective function for the individual settings of respective
function.

Note

Glossary

“intra-mart Accel Platform” is abbreviated as iAP.
“intra-mart Accel Collaboration” is abbreviated as iAC.

Personal settings

Set summary notification

Perform ‘Receive summary notification’ settings.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “Collaboration” -> “Individual settings” -> “General”, and “General settings”
screen is displayed.
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<Screen items>

Locale

Select the display language for notification mail text or IMBox
message text.

Notification trigger (moment)

Set the timing for summary notification. “Notify on previous day” or
“Notify on current day” can be selected.

Notification time

Set the notification time for summary notification.

Method to receive the notification

Set the method to receive summary notification from the respective
function. It can be selected from the e-mail address registered in
iAP, IMBox and user specified address. Multiple methods can be
selected to receive the notification.

Receive notification settings

Set whether to receive the summary notification from respective
function. The function with summary notification is displayed
among the installed functions.

“Save” button

Save the entered general settings.

Note

. IMBox is a function of iAP.

. IMBox function should be installed to receive IMBox message.
IMBox message is notified to Application Box.
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Set ‘Receive notification’

Perform ‘Receive notification’ settings.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “Collaboration” -> “Individual settings” -> “General”, and “General settings”
screen is displayed.

<Screen items>

Locale

Select the display language for notification mail text or IMBox
message text.

Method to receive notification

Set the method to receive notification from the respective function.
It can be selected from the e-mail address registered in iAP,
IMBox, user specified address. Multiple methods can be selected
to receive the notification.

Receive notification settings

Select a function to receive the notification.

“Save” button

Save the entered notification settings.

Note

. IMBox is a function of iAP.

. IMBox function should be installed to receive IMBox message.
IMBox message is notified to Application Box.

Register individual tag

Register the individual tag that can be used in each function.

Individual tag is like a sticky note to classify the information. User can create a tag and can attach it
to ToDo or message memo.
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The registered individual tag is displayed in a list on the “Individual tag list” screen.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “Collaboration” -> “Individual settings” -> “Individual tag list”, and “Individual
tag list” screen is displayed.

2. Click “Register individual tag” button, registration dialog is displayed.

<Screen items>

Item Description
Tag name Enter the name of individual tag. It is a mandatory item.
“Register” button Register individual tag.
“Cancel” button Delete input contents and close the “Registration”

screen.

3. Enter the required items, individual tag is registered by clicking the “Register” button. The
registered individual tag is displayed on the individual tag list screen.
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Common screen items

Screen items

The common screen items displayed in iAC are described below.

. “Refresh” button

Screen is displayed again.

. “Back” button

Return to the previous screen.
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